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oetry is just one of many
areas embraced by university
publishing houses. Nowadays,
about 140 university presses,
from Brigham Young to Yale,
publish some 11,000 books and
700 journals annually. Topics range from
space flight, to immigrant recipes, to
the history of railroads, and much more.
University presses offer support for
\iiork that might not otherwise emerge
publicly, and they help to disseminate
knowledge from many sources, voices,
and points of view.
Celebrating its 75th anniversary in
2011, the University of Pittsburgh Press
produces 45 to 50 original hardcovers,
paperbacks, and electronic
books in any given year-1 0
to 20 percent authored by
Pitt professors. Like most
university presses, says Pitt
Press director Cynthia
Miller, the Press's mission
is to give voice to the skills,
talents, and research efforts
of scholars and artists by
making their works available
far beyond the classoom.
"A university press is
important in several ways,"
says Alberta M. Sbragia,
vice provost for graduate
studies and a liaison to
the Press. "First, it must
attract and publish the very
best scholarly works, and
it also serves as a symbol
of the projects a university
is willing to highlight and
support."
The University of
Pittsburgh Press is well
known for its literary publishing,
which includes the Pitt Poetry Series,
a national poetry prize, and a national
literature prize. Since 1967, the poetry
series-edited
by poet Ed Ochesterhas produced more than 300 volumes,
including the early work of two poets
who became national poet laureatesBilly Collins and Ted Kooser-and
a
long roster of other distinguished writers.
The Press's Drue Heinz Literature
Prize for short fiction, judged by writers
such as Ann Patchett, Tobias Wolff, and
Joan Didion, has heralded more than 30
authors over three decades .
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Other nationally acclaimed series
published by the Pitt Press include
Composition, Literacy and Culture;
Russian and East European Studies;
The Pittsburgh-Konstanz
Series in
Philosophy and History of Science; and
Latin American Studies. The Press has a
long history of smart choices and good
outcomes.
Pitt Chancellor John Bowman
founded the University of Pittsburgh
Press in 1936, the same year the
Cathedral of Learning grew to dominate
the city's campus skyline. Its debut
work, penned by Professor Agnes Lynch
Starrett, was a history of the university
published in 1937 to coincide with Pitt's
150th anniversary. Soon the Press joined
forces with other university publishing
houses to establish the Association of
American University Presses. Through
the decades, this organization has
expanded from fewer than 10 members
to more than 100 across North America.
During World War II resources
became more and more scarce; for a
time, the University of Pittsburgh Press
fell silent. But as the war came to an end,
the Press began a new era under the
leadership of Starrett. During that time,
the GI Bill swelled college enrollments
and not surprisingly increased the
demand for textbooks and other
scholastic works. University presses like
Pitt's responded and were on their way to
becoming mainstays within the halls of
academia.
When Frederick Hetzel became the
Press's director in 1964, he established a
number of book series designed to weigh
in on developing areas of world interest,
like political science and foreign policy.
In addition, he honored his predecessor
by introducing the Agnes Lynch Starrett
Poetry Prize and was instrumental in
initiating the Drue Heinz Literature
Prize. Both continue to attract top
national talent.
Enter Cynthia Miller. Only the
third director in the chronicles of the
Pitt Press, she arrived in 1995 after a
five-year tenure as the editor-in-chief
at the University Press of Kansas. From
copy editing to marketing to acquisitions,
Miller has mastered just about every
aspect of the publishing world during
her career. With a staff of 14--including
a director of electronic publishing,

acquisitions editors, a subsidiary rights
manager, a marketing director, and a
production team-Miller
keeps tabs on
day-to-day operations while also trying
to anticipate the next big thing. Often
now, she finds herself negotiating the
ever-changing, sometimes uncharted
landscape that is technology.
In 2007 the Press joined forces with
Pitt's University Library System (ULS) to
create digital editions of 745 mostly outof-print books largely from the Press's
prestigious Pitt Latin American Series, its
series in Russian and Eastern European
Studies, and its Composition, Literacy
and Culture collection. At the time, this
digital collaboration was relatively novel;
few university presses were taking steps
to make their publications freely available
on the Internet.
The Press also is 'in the first group
of university presses involved with the
new book collection in ProjectMUSE,
an endeavor launched by Johns
Hopkins University Press. MUSE
enables university presses to place their
scholarly publications on the electronic
shelves of an online library, similar to
the long-standing journals program
of ProjectMUSE. The Pitt Press will
be adding 50 of its titles to the fully
searchable MUSE database going online
in January 2012.
More recently, the Press has added
nearly 700 backlist paperback titles to
the EspressNet database for the Espresso
Book Machine, which can print a libraryquality paperback book with a full-color
laminated cover in just minutes. Pitt's
Book Center has one of the first 50 such
machines in North America.
Before the advent of the digital age,
the thought of printing a short run of 100
copies-much
less 10 or five copies-of
a book would have been dismissed as
prohibitively expensive and therefore not
possible. Now with 450 Pitt Press titles
available for on-demand printing, these
short, digital runs of even a single copy
at a time are changing the landscape of
scholarly publishing. This revolution is
also making access possible to a breadth
of schoJarly work on a global scale.
/k 2009, the Andrew W Mellon
Foundation provided a five-year grant
to help jump-start a new series on the
history of science. Pitt has one of the
leading programs on the history and

philosophy of science and a distinguished
group of renowned philosophers on its
faculty. The Pitt Press, along with the
University's Department of History and
Philosophy of Science and the World
History Center, is planning to produce
about 20 books each year as part of
this initiative, making the work far
more accessible to a broad audience of
international scholars.
The Pitt Press's e-volution continues
as it makes books available through
Google eBooks and Amazon's Kindle.
The Press's e-book sales have steadily
risen-progress
owing to, at least in part,
the Internet's burgeoning global market.
However, Miller is not predicting a nearfuture where printed books are a thing of
the past. E-books are not a replacement,
she says, but rather an addition.
nother highlight in the Pitt
Press story is its ability to find
intriguing topics in its own
backyard-and
make them
available in books geared to local
and niche readers. Collaborations
with Western Pennsylvania institutions
such as the Carnegie Museum of Art, the
Heinz History Center, the Frick Art and
Historical Center, Fallingwater, and the
Westmoreland Museum of American Art
have produced a number of books with
decidedly regional appeal.
These titles-like
Bone Wan:

A

The Excavation and Celebrity of Andl·ew
CaTwegie'sDinosaur; H~ont-Page Pittsburgh:
rilJo Hundred Years of the Post-Gazette; Out of This FU1~nace;Mister Ragen'
Neighborhood: Children, Television, and H'ed
Ragen; Thaddeus Mosley: African American
Sculptor; Hanus Wagner: A Biography; and
The Falling-ilJaterCookbook-reach an
avid audience and reap greater financial
rewards than their scholarly counterparts.
In conjunction with its 75th
anniversary, the Pitt Press has compiled
excerpts from its regionally focused
books in one volume, The PittsbuTgh

Reader: Seventy-Five Yean of Books about
Pittsbul'gh. Topics range from biographies
about historic, sports, and artistic
figures to tours of unique local sites
and attractions. The book went into its
second printing within two montl1s, and a
tl1ird printing has been requested by the
Allegheny Conference on Community
Development to promote the region.

ne day this summer, Miller
sat with a six-inch pile of
paper-manuscript
pages and
300 illustrations-dealing
with
the changing cultural view of
dams as reflected in postcards
stacked on her desk. She couldn't have
been happier, immersed in tbe work.
This is the part of her job that she truly
loves, the part tbat allows her to see a
draft improve as it moves through the
process of becoming a published work. As
far as Miller is concerned, her role is to
help authors engage readers, whether the
subject matter is dams or poetry.
Although each author brings his or
her unique sensibility to a project, the
process is mostly egalitarian. It begins
with a topic. A writer may approach
the Press with a specific idea in mind
or the Press may seek out a specific
writer to contribute to one of its series.
Next comes the manuscript, sent for
independent peer review to ensure its
accuracy and integrity. This step provides
a level of credibility that distinguishes a
university press from many other types of
publishing houses. After the text receives
the go-ahead from the review committee,
other elements unfold-for
example,

copy editing, cover design, jacket copy,
and a marketing plan. It is a nine- to
12-month endeavor, a schedule largely
unchanged by technology that has moved
far from the days of carbon paper.
Still, Miller says, there's no formula
or equation that immediately identifies
a writer or topic as prime University of
Pittsburgh Press material. It's all about
finding informative, even quirky, topics
that represent the publishing strengths of
the Press and bring knowledge or insight
to the surface in an illuminating way.
From movable type to offset print
to the brave ne,y digital world, university
presses have a long and storied history
that dates back to 1478, when Oxford
University printed a commentary on
the Apostles' Creed. Today, on-demand
printing, e-books, and Internet access
have enabled university presses to go
global. But wherever their audience may
be, their mission remains close to home.
"Whether it's ink on paper or in a
database," Miller asserts, "we're taking
tested knowledge and making it available
to others."
Much is changing, but the quest to
know endures. 0
Miller

